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Abstract

Spectral line emission from tritium in a plasma may be distinguished from

deuterium emission by a small isotope shift. A diagnostic system to measure

' tritium Balmer-alpha emission from the plasma edge has been installed on

TFTR. This system has been used in deuterium plasmas, and the deuterium

• alpha line profile used as a basis to predict the spectrum at differing tritium

concentrations in future D-T runs. The tritium and deuterium lines are p_.-'tially

blended, however, analysis of the predicted D-T spectra by a line fitting program

produced estimates of the tritium density that closely matched those input to the

spectra, providing confidence that the tritium density can be reliably measured.

The spectrum maps the tritium velocity distribution at the plasma edge and will

be important for studies of tritium edge physics.
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L INTRODUCTION

I

Magnetically confined fusion stands at the threshold of producing significant fusion power by the

introduction of the radioactive fuel, uitum, into the plasma. First discharges in deuterium-wifium
g

fuelled mixtures have been rep_ed from JETt and tritium experiments in TFTR are planned for late

1993.2 The fusion reaction rate is a maximum for equal densities of witum aral deuterium, however

methods to measure directly the tritium concentration in the plasma are rarerOn TWI_, a diagnostic

system has been installed to measure optical emission from the 6560,_ nffi3- mffi2 Balmer-alpha

transition in neutral tritium (Ta), gcn_ at the plasma edge. This emission, together with emission

from deuterium alpha (Da), and hydrogen alpha (Ha), occurs in the scrapeoff region when molecular

hydrogen isotopes, recycled from the wall, undergo various electron impact dissociation reactons. 3

Additional contributions to Ta, Da, and Ha arise from charge-exchange neutrals and fast reflected

particles.These lines are close in wavelength and will be partially blended. This paper reports on initial

measurements of the Ha, Da line profile in TFTR andpredictions, based on the experimental results,

of the Ha, Da, Ta spectrum expected when tritium is added to the plasma. The predicted Ha, Da,

Ta spectra was analysed to determine the feasibility of tritium density measurements from the Balmer-

alpha spectra. •

MeasurementsofRa andDa emissionhavelongbeenusedinstudiesoftheplasmaedge.4-8On
I

amodular,fibe1"optccoupledsl_u'oscopicdiagnostic(dubbedHAH:A 9)isusedtomonitor

thecombinedDa, Ra ¢_ssion_cldinginformationoncorerecyclingrates,ionandneutralparticle

limiter.fluxes and conditions in the plasma scrapeoff layer. I0This region is critically important since it

permits the creation of "supershots ''tl and affects the heat and particle flux to the first wall, thereby

controlling the tritium inventory accumulating in the machine. Hydrogen recycling from limiter or

divertor targets plays a critical role in many aspects of plasma physics and engineering. The Da, Ha

spectral line profile maps the velocity distribution of the atoms in the scrapeoff layer. Previous

measurements of the Da, Ha line profile on TEXTOR12 revealed evidence for emission from fast

ions that were neutralized and reflected at the limiter surface. This data was used to assess the existing

database for hydrogen reflection and penetration into plasmas, ]3 important in modelling Ix_thcurrent
andfuture machines.

H. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The wavelengths of the HWDc0Tct emission lines are separated by a small isotope shift arising from

differences in the reduced mass and are at 6562.8,_,, 6561.04,J_ and 6560.45]_ respectively. Note that

the Do: - Ta separation (1/3 that of Dcx- Hcx)is comparable to the linewidth so it is not clear a priori
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thatTa canbe measuredindependently.The fine su'uc__tresplittingof 0.lA is not resolved. A high

resolution interferometerwas installed to measurethe spectrumon TFTR.The systemis an upgrade
) of HAIFA, 9 an arrayof telescopes coupled byfiberopticsto a remotesystem of interferencefiltersand

detectors thatis used for monitoringHa, Da and visible bremsstrahlungemission. The bandpassof

,/ the f'fltersis I0,_ so the existing system measures the sum of the emission from the hydrogen
isotopes. To resolve the individual spectrallines, the light emerging from the filter in a dedicated

HAIFA channel was input to a Fabry Perot interferometer (Burleigh Model TL38). The setup is

shown in figure 1. The free spectralrange of the Fabry Perot was 7A and plate reflectivity 92%
yieldinga resolutionof 0.2A.

The FabryPerotrepetitivelyscans the wavelengthregion.The minimumtime to acquirea spectrumis

20msec (correspondingto 5 interferenceorders scannedin 100msec). For the data presented herea
slower scan speed(2 orders/500 msec) was used to increasethe signal/noise.The light was detected

by a photomultiplier, amplified and digitized at 2Khz. To maintain high resolution the drift in

alignment of the interferometerplatesmust be less than 50A. Since access to the interferometerwas

not possible duringmachine operations, the interferometerwas housed in a chamber in which the

temperature was held constant to within 1°C. In addition,an active staL,iliz_,tionsystem used an

" attenuated helium-neonlaserbeam thatwas inputto the interferometerin the same fiberoptic used for
the plasma light. For the period 0-7 seconds during a plasma shot, this beam was blocked; at other

, times the signal from the laser was used in an electronic controllerwhich maintained optimal Fabry

Perot cavity separation. Since the line profile is scanned in time there is some potential for time
dependent fluctuations in the edge density to modulate the line profile. A secondHAIFAchannel with

a 10,A,"bandpassinterference filter recorded the combined Hot+Da+Tot signal and was available to
normalizethe line profilewhere necessary.

Both telescopesvieweda regionon the TFTR innerlimiter5cre in diameter,55cm below the midplane.
In this location the magnetic field strength was typically 6.5 - 6.8 Tesla in a direction 4° below

horizontal. The Zeeman effect splits the Ha,Dot,Totlines into an unshffted7tcomponent, polarized

parallelto the field direction,and two o componentsdisplacedby +1.3_ andpolarizedperpendicular

to the field. The Zeeman splitting has been used to measurethe local magnetic field and hence the

location of the emission region.14In the presentexperimenta polarizing filterwas placed in front of
the telescope lens and oriented to transmitonly the unshifted_tcomponent.D

HI. RESULTS FROM DEUTERIUM, HYDROGEN PLASMAS
O

The system was operational during the 10/92 - 11/92 run period and figure 2 shows a Hot,Dot line

profile taken during neutral beam injection at 3.7 seconds on shot 69019. This was a 'supershot '11
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conditioned by the injection of 2 lithium peUets at 2see. The profile was taken in a single scan and it

was not necessary to normalize it with the thetafrom the reference channel. An instrumental profile was

taken immediately after the discharge using the helium-neon laser light and a dedicated linefitting

program ($V.FOFFE) was used to analyze the data by the method of least squares. First, the

instnanental profile was fit by a combination of 2 Gaussians with a 1st order polynomial background

and then this was deconvolved from the observed Ha, Da profile. The resulting profile was analyzed

by performing an unw¢ighted least-squares fit to 4 Gaussian line profiles (2 for H and 2 for D),

broadly corresponding to the contributions from 'cold' dissociation products and 'warm' charge-
exchange atoms. 7 The actual line profile is Doppler broadened and non-Maxwellian but could be well

fit by the combination of 2 Gaussians per isotope. The resulting Gaussi_.,,,_,for deuterium had

temperaturesof leV and24eV with the broad 24eV Gaussian slightly displaced. _ shorter wavelengths

by 0.2.5_. This displac_aent is attributedto the contribution of ions neutralized and reflected from the

wall which have an anisotropic velocity distribution. From the fitting parameters the density ratio H /

(II + D) in the scrapeoff region was determined to be 12% (±3%). More significant for the planned

Ta measurements is the intensity of the line wings thatdetermines the degree of blending of the Da
andTa lines.

IV. TRrrIUM ALPHA LINE PROFILE MODELLING

The measured Ha, Da spectral line profiles were used to provide a prediction of the spectrum

expected when tritium is introduced into TFTR. No measurements of the Ta line profile in a high

temperature plasma have been made to date, however it it possible to make reasonable predictions of

the expected profile based on the Da results. The kinetic energies of the excited tritium produced from

dissociation and charge exchange are expected to be the broadly the same as deuteriu,n. There arc

some differences in the deuterium and tritium particle reflection coefficients in the database used in the

DEGAS 15code that will affect that part of the line profile arising from ions reflected and neutralized at

the wall. These will be investigated when the experimental tritium line profile becomes available. For

the present purposes the major difference in the profile arises from the higher reduced mass that

displaces the line center and decreases the Doppler width by a factor of x/(3/2) compared to deuterium.

A "synthetic" tritium spectrum was constructed from the fight hand side of the Da profile by

amnipulating the data elements with a spreadsheet program. After mirror reflection to generate a
4

symmetrical profile, the line width was reduced by a factor 0.71 by deleting approximately every 5rh

data element. The profile was then shifted in wavelength by the isotope shift, multiplied by a scaling

factorcorrespondingtovarioustritiumdensitiesandaddedtotheoriginaldata.The resultingH,D,T

predictedspectraareshowninFig.3.The Ta andDoclinepeaksareseentobeseparatedwhilethe

linewingsareblended.
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These profileswereused as a test case to determine the accuracyof the linefit program in assessing

the tritiumlevel. Thelinefitprogramwar,usedto fit the modifieddata with 2 Gaussians being allocated0

to each isotope (a total of 6 Gaussians) with a first order polynomial background. While the

: amplitudes of ',dithe Gaussians were free, the total numberof freeparametersin the fit was reduced

from20 to 8 by linking the wavelengthsand widths of the T and H profiles to the D profile according

to theirknownrelationto the D pararacters.The tritium/ deuteriumdensityratioswere calculated from

the fitting paran_ters and the result comparedto the input scaling factor. Preliminary results showed

good agreement¢vonfor the lowest density _ (see Fig. 4).

A second method was used to create a tritiumprofile. Here the Gaussian fitting parametersderived

fromthe deuteriumspecmmaweremodified to correspondto tritium,and a 2 Gaussian tritiumprofile

generated.Thiswas combined with thedeuteriumand hydrogenGaussians and reconvolved with the
instna-aentalprofile.These resulting spectralprofileswereconsistent with those above.

The experimental spectral profile reflects the velocity distribution of hydrogen isotopes in the edge
region. This parameter is also contained in recycling codes such as DEGAS that arc used in

divertor/edgestudies of future machines, e.g., ITER.We plan to make a detailed comparison of the

experimentalprofilesto the code predictions.This study win be a valuable benchmarkof the code and

lead to informationon the physics of the edge region. We are also planning to improve the resolution
8

and sensitivity of the experimental system to facilitate measurementsat higher scan rams and lower
light levels.

In sun/marywe have installed a high resolution spectrometerand measured the Ha, Da, line profile

on TFTR.The profile has be.cnusedm predictthat ext._ctedwhen tritiumis added to the machine. The

Ha, Da and Ta lines emitted from theplasma edge will be partially blended, however analysis with

line fitting software gives us confiidcnce that it will be possible to measure reliably the tritium /

deuteriumdensity ratio and to investigate tritiumedge physics.
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Figure Captions

Figure1.Experimentalsetup.

Figure2. Hot,Dcxspectrumrecordedin a single scanduringneutralbeam injectionin shot 69019. The

directionof scanis suchthatthewavelengthdecreaseswithincreasingtime.

Figure3. Predictedprofilesof H_ Do,, andTa at differingratiosof tritiumto deuteriumdensity.The

tritiumpeakforT/D _O.71 is moreprominentthandeuteriumeven though its densityis lower,due to
itsnm'_w_lincwid_

Fig. 4 ThedeviationsfromthestraightUncrepresentthedifferencebetweenthe T/D densityratio

calculatedfromthelinefittingparametersand_tium scalingfactorused to createthe lineprofile.
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TRITIUM/DEUTERIUM RATIO INPUT TO LINE PROFILE

Fig. 4
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